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ABSTRACT: To break away from the trilemma among safety,
energy density, and lifetime, we present a new perspective on
battery thermal management and safety for electric vehicles. We
give a quantitative analysis of the fundamental principles
governing each and identify high-temperature battery operation
and heat-resistant materials as important directions for future
battery research and development to improve safety, reduce
degradation, and simplify thermal management systems. We
find that heat-resistant batteries are indispensable toward
resistance to thermal runaway and therefore ultimately battery
safety. Concurrently, heat-resistant batteries give rise to long
calendar life when idling at ambient temperatures and greatly
simplify thermal management while working, owing to much
enlarged temperature difference driving cooling. The fundamentals illustrated here reveal an unconventional approach to the
development of current and future battery technologies as society moves toward ubiquitous electrified transportation.

To fight against climate change, the burgeoning trend of
vehicle electrification is set for continued disruption of
the multifaceted, mass-market transportation industry.

The slow and arduous process of overhauling such an industry
is underway with the lithium-ion battery (LiB) taking a
stronghold as the dominant electrochemical engine. With that,
the engineering design of battery systems for electric vehicles
(EVs) remains dynamic as it trends toward a common
understanding of best practices. Battery thermal management
(BTM) and safety represent two interdependent and key
elements of EV design that remain largely unsolved and ever-
evolving.
The critical nature of BTM is rooted in the strong

dependence of battery performance, life, and safety on
temperature, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 When operated at an
optimal temperature (∼30 °C), battery life can be maximized
by balancing competing degradation mechanisms (e.g., lithium
plating at low temperatures and solid−electrolyte interphase
(SEI) layer growth at high temperatures).2 The challenge in
cooling a large number of cells in an EV pack lies in the
competition between battery thermal management system
(BTMS) weight/volume and cooling capacity. The former
affects EV range while the latter, when undersized, provides
insufficient cooling and thus, reduced battery life and increased
safety concern. This represents one of many unsolved
dilemmas in traction battery design that impedes a satisfactory
end-user experience.

Battery safetyperhaps more vital to EV adoptionmust
remain the top priority. If LiBs reach temperatures of ∼90−
130 °C via insufficient BTM or other forms of abuse (e.g.,
short-circuit), the flammability of electrolytes and exothermic
decomposition of battery materials introduce the threat of the
well-documented and potentially catastrophic failure mode,
thermal runaway (TR).3−5 The challenge of safe battery
operation is also heightened by the trend toward high-voltage
ternary layered oxide cathode materials with increasing nickel
content, which renders high battery energy density (ED) at the
cost of decreased thermal stability.6 In the event of
overheating, TR mitigation through cooling may be possible,
and there is a small temperature range in which cell heat
generation does not exceed the cooling capacity of the BTMS
(Figure 1). Therefore, the BTMS also provides a barrier
against thermal failure.1 Clearly, key EV metrics (safety,
lifetime, range, etc.) compete with each other, and their
simultaneous improvement will require battery scientists and
engineers to revisit the basics to gain insights that drive
stepwise innovation from the materials to system level.
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In this Perspective, we relate high-level battery metrics to
key process parameters in order to provide a fundamental view
of thermal management and safety. The analysis unveils new
directions for reinforcing battery safety with a focus on
material thermal stability and simplifying thermal management
systems through high-temperature battery operation. We then
present an example that achieves these two targets by
developing heat-resistant battery cells with passive air cooling.
Representing a paradigm shift in battery design and operation
from the cell to system level, we believe that the new strategies
derived herein will enable higher pack-level energy ED, specific
energy (SE), and safety for energy-dense battery chemistries of
both current and next generations.

■ BATTERY THERMAL MANAGEMENT
To provide context for the challenge of BTM, the heat
generation for various vehicle powertrains (internal combus-
tion engine vehicle (ICEV), fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV),
and battery electric vehicle (BEV)) are compared via eq 1:
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(1)

where q̇gen is the rate of heat generated at peak power, P is the
peak power (e.g., 100 kW for a passenger vehicle), and η is the
system efficiency. We then consider the ideal condition for
thermal management, i.e., zero temperature rise, by balancing
the heat generation and dissipation rates in eq 2:

q UA T T( )gen c amḃ = − (2)

where U is the effective heat transfer coefficient between the
power system and ambient, A is the effective heat transfer area,
Tc is the cell operating temperature, and Tamb is the ambient/
coolant temperature. The resulting thermal conductance (UA)
requirements define the engineering challenge to achieve zero
temperature rise, as shown in Table 1. In the case of BEVs, the
requisite UA is actually ∼2.8 times lower than that of the
ICEV. Despite this optimistic result, LiB SE is currently limited
to 200−300 Wh/kg at the cell level. This necessitates heavy
and large battery packs to achieve practical range (200−400
miles), consuming a significant portion of the curb weight
(20−30%)7 and leaving minimal headroom for parasitic mass
associated with battery pack assembly (cables/bus bars,
thermal management system, electronics, etc.). In turn, EV
manufacturers must innovate to maximize the cell-to-pack
conversion efficiency (CTP), defined as the ratio of pack-to-
cell SE or ED on a gravimetric (GCTP) or volumetric (VCTP)
basis. In a recent survey8 of 14 EVs on the market (2017 or
later) the average GCTP and VCTP are 0.62 and 0.33,
respectively, which fall short of the United States Advanced
Battery Consortium (USABC) target for FY2020 of ≥0.67 for
both GCTP and VCTP.9 Looking forward to 2030, the
European Council for Automotive R&D (EUCAR) is targeting
GCTP and VCTP of 0.8 and 0.75, respectively.10 The BTMS,
generally consuming 5−10% of pack weight,11 presents an
opportunity for notable CTP increases. Thus, boosting cell SE
and ED while simplifying the BTMS and maintaining safety is
a grand challenge for EVs.
To simplify thermal management, we look to eq 2 and

identify three opportunities:

(i) increase the thermal conductance,
(ii) elevate the cell operating temperature further away from

the ambient, i.e., enlarge the temperature difference for
cooling, or

(iii) reduce the heat generation rate (e.g., reduce cell
resistance).

Current BTMS designs take inspiration from classical
techniques, such as air cooling, direct/indirect liquid cooling,
and/or extended heat transfer area (e.g., fins, cold plates, etc.)
to increase thermal conductance. In present BTMS designs,
surface area for cooling is the limiting factor, but its expansion
(e.g., fin arrays) consumes unavailable pack volume.16 Thus, U
must be augmented, which also increases the cost/mass/
volume of the overall battery system (pumps, valves, heat
exchangers, etc.) along with the parasitic energy consumption
for operation. Additionally, the system complexity gives rise to
reliability concerns. Thus, while active liquid cooling and, in
some cases, air cooling17 can provide sufficient heat
dissipation, it is desirable to seek safer, more reliable, and
more efficient approaches to BTM.
Alternatively, passive thermal management is attractive due

to the elimination of parasitic power, weight, and space

Figure 1. Battery thermal characteristics. The battery thermal
management system must dissipate the heat generated during
operation to avoid continual temperature rise. Multiple aging
mechanisms with varying temperature dependencies result in an
optimal operating temperature for battery life, which necessitates
temperature regulation by a BTMS. Upon high temperatures
resulting from abuse or insufficient cooling, batteries will undergo
thermal runaway (TR) via accelerated exothermic reactions
between battery materials. The BTMS is a barrier against such
thermal failure.

Table 1. Comparison of Heat Generation and Thermal Management Requirements across Powertrains

powertrain
peak power,
P (kW)

efficiency,
η (%)

heat generation rate,
q̇gen kW

operating temperature,
Tc (°C)

Tc − Tamb
(°C)

thermal conductance,
UA (kW/°C)

ICE
100

3012 233 10013 75 3.1
FC 5014 100 8014 55 1.8
LiB 9015 11.1 352 10 1.1
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consumption of the auxiliary components of active thermal
management. Heat pipes are often labeled as a passive option
for BTM.1 While they are inherently passive on their own and
can effectively dissipate heat from the immediate vicinity of
cells, the heat must still be transported outside the EV pack,
which requires some other auxiliary cooling system. Addition-
ally, their high cost and small contact area remain prohibitive
for EV BTM at present.18 On the other hand, phase change
materials (PCMs) could offer a fully passive BTM solution.1,19

PCMs have gained attention in the research community
since the proposal of their application to BTM in 2005.20

Effective PCM-based systems have been demonstrated
computationally20−23 or experimentally at the lab
scale;20,24,25 however, the practical implications of PCM
systems on GCTP and VCTP are rarely reported or discussed.
To assess PCMs from a system standpoint, we consider the
heat generation of a LiB with a given SE. After accounting for
the sensible heat absorbed by both the PCM and cells in
raising their temperature from the ambient to operating
temperature (assumed approximately equal to average PCM
solidus−liquidus temperatures), the GCTP efficiency can be
estimated as
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where SEi and cp, i are the SE and specific heat of the cell or
pack as labeled, λ is the latent heat of fusion for the PCM, and
f periphery is the ratio of periphery mass (cables, pack housing,
electronics, etc., excluding the BTMS) to cell mass. Commonly
proposed PCMs have a latent heat of fusion of ∼150−250 kJ/
kg or 55 Wh/kg on average.19,21,24 We conservatively estimate
f periphery as 0.36 (56 and 20% of pack mass come from cells and
periphery, respectively), guided by the pack mass breakdown
provided by Diekmann et al.26 As shown in Figure 2, the
maximum GCTP is 61% and 55% for 200 and 300 Wh/kg cell
designs, respectively. Similarly, the VCTP efficiency is
estimated as
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where ρcell and ρPCM are the pouch cell and PCM densities,
respectively. Note the volume of the pack periphery is
neglected for a generous estimate. Based on pouch cell and
PCM densities of 2000 and 900 kg/m3,19,21,24 the VCTP
efficiency is 61% and 50% for 400 and 600 Wh/L cells,
respectively, meaning that approximately 40−50% of the pack
volume would be allocated to PCM material (Figure 2 inset).
Therefore, in terms of CTP efficiencies, PCMs offer little or no
advantage over current, liquid-cooled EVs. Moreover, the
impending adoption of next-generation batteries with SE
nearing 500 Wh/kg forecasts even worse CTP efficiencies for
PCM-cooled EVs. This, among other limitations (e.g., low
thermal conductivity, issues with containing liquefied PCM,

thermal capacity sufficient for only one discharge cycle),
renders PCMs unattractive for EV BTM.
Recently, sorbents have been proposed as a near-passive

BTM strategy similar to PCMs.18 Battery heating and cooling
occurs via water sorption and desorption, respectively. This
technique appears to offer an order-of-magnitude advantage in
heat of adsorption over PCMs (∼220 J/g), owing to the
massive heat of vaporization of water (2400 J/g). However, it
would be the heat of adsorption per unit mass or volume of
sorbents plus water that matters for BTM. It remains to be
seen if and how this latter parameter can be made viable for
practical application to EV batteries.

The shortcomings of previously employed or attempted
active and/or passive cooling methods motivate further search
for alternative solutions to simplify thermal management, i.e.,
opportunities in categories (ii) and (iii) described earlier. One
bold idea is that if a LiB can be designed similarly to a polymer
electrolyte fuel cell operating at 80 °C, opportunities (ii) and
(iii) will be fully seized, leading to the virtual disappearance of
BTM. This can be readily imagined from Table 1 where a
battery operating at 80 °C would have the same temperature
difference as a fuel cell to dissipate one tenth of fuel cell heat.
Indeed, a class of heat resistant batteries for high safety
developed by strong interfacial passivation have recently
emerged. These batteries must operate at elevated temper-
atures, like 60 °C, in order to restore power.28,29 Other heat-
resistant examples include batteries incorporating an anode

Figure 2. Cell-to-pack assembly efficiencies with PCM. The
gravimetric and volumetric cell-to-pack efficiencies vs specific
energy (blue) and energy density (red). The inset figure shows the
mass and volume break down for a battery pack with 300 Wh/kg
cells, the high end of current LIBs. The PCM occupies 45 and 50%
of the pack mass and volume to achieve latent heat capacity
equivalent to the cell heat generated over one discharge cycle.
Note: the results shown correspond to η = 0.9,15 cp,cell = 1000 J/kg-
K,27 cp,PCM = 2000 J/kg-K,19 Tc = 35 °C, and Tamb = 25 °C.

Operating batteries at temperatures
well above any practical climate eases
the thermal conductance requirements
to simplify battery thermal manage-
ment greatly, regardless of ambient
conditions.
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with low Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) area30 paired with
a thermally stable LiFePO4 (LFP) cathode,

31,32 batteries using
LFP-coated high-nickel ternary cathodes,33 highly concen-
trated electrolyte34 or ionic liquid batteries,35 and all solid-state
batteries.36 These heat-resistant batteries have distinctive
advantages in thermal management, as increasing Tc
simultaneously augments the temperature difference that
drives heat dissipation and exponentially reduces heat
generation by lowering cell resistance (Figure 1). The
complementary reduction of internal temperature gradients
to ensure uniform electrode aging is also afforded, owing to
decreased heat flux (due to less heat generation).
We introduce eq 5, which shows q̇gen ∝ Rcell, to compare UA

requirements for conventional LiBs and heat-resistant batteries

operated at, e.g., 60 °C, where Rcell is the cell direct-current
resistance (DCR) multiplied by the total electrode area for
normalization. Based on DCR data from an energy-dense
graphite||Li(Ni0.8Co0.1Mn0.1)O2 (NCM811) cell with a con-
ventional electrolyte (∼290 Wh/kg),29 Figure 3a shows that

elevating the operating temperature to 60 °C yields a 11.7 and
5.1 times reduction in the UA requirements as compared to 30
and 35 °C operation, respectively (25 °C ambient). Similar
advantages exist for operation in regions with hot weather (e.g.,
35 °C in Figure 3a), where maintaining battery temperature at
40 or 45 °C is 6.6 and 3.0 times more demanding, respectively,
than 60 °C operation. Broadly, operating batteries at
temperatures well above any practical climate eases the UA
requirements to simplify BTM greatly regardless of ambient
conditions.
While BTMS simplification via high operating temperature

may come in many forms, we propose a “thermal-management-
free” (TMF) EV, as illustrated in Figure 3b. First, two
operational strategies for elevating cell temperature exist: one
for low power requirements (e.g., city/neighborhood driving)
and the other for high-power on demand (e.g., accelerating

onto highways). Both can be chosen on demand. The former
consumes no additional energy by allowing the cells to
naturally warm up while the latter uses rapid thermal
modulation (e.g., 30 s) achieved with intracell heating
element(s) (nickel foil(s) in the self-heating battery
structure37). The heating energy consumption in the latter
case is minimal (<3% for heating from room temperature (RT)
to 60 °C), owing to the high efficiency and temperature
uniformity of the self-heating structure,38 having a negligible
effect on vehicle range. The self-heating structure also offers
rapid heating even in ultracold environments (e.g., −40 °C),38

introducing further ambient temperature immunity for EVs.
While operating batteries at elevated temperatures as opposed
to RT will sacrifice more energy for preheating from such
ultracold temperatures, the additional increase (<3%) is
negligible compared to the energy unleashed by preheating
(i.e., an LiB at <−30 °C can neither discharge any electrical
energy at practical rates38 nor recuperate braking energy).
Finally, the safety of the self-heating battery structure is
ensured by proper engineering and reliability measures that
control the heating process, just as in present external battery
heating methods for fast-charging and low-temperature
operation. In fact, the self-heating structure allows for internal
temperature sensing, which can help to bolster safety and
provide thermal fault detection.39

Elevated battery temperature during driving is maintained by
balancing the internal heat generation and external heat
dissipation, which is controlled by the actuation of louvers that
modulate air flow into the moving vehicle (Figure 3b). When
heat generation is small and a near-adiabatic condition is
required, the louvers are closed. During peak acceleration or at
steady, high speeds, the louvers are opened to increase air flow,
which is then proportional to vehicle speed.
The feasibility of the TMF design can be determined by

comparing the UA capabilities of liquid and aspirated air
cooling with the UA requirements for batteries operated at 35
and 60 °C, respectively, as in eq 6:

UA
UA

R

R

T T

T T
( )

( )

( )

( )
air

liquid

cell,60 C

cell,35 C

c,35 C amb

c,60 C amb
≥

−
−

°

°

°

° (6)

The right-hand side yields a ratio of 0.20 based on Figure 3 (25
°C ambient), while the ratio of air-to-liquid thermal
conductance is approximately 0.33.40 Thus, the compounding
effects of increased (Tc − Tamb) and reduced heat generation
outweigh the reduced UA of aspirated air cooling to support
TMF feasibility.
The high-level TMF feasibility, solutions for heating to and

stable operation at high temperature, and attendant reductions
in cost/parasitic mass and volume/parasitic power consump-
tion/system complexity make such a battery system ideally
suited for mobile applications such as EVs and electric vertical
takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft.41,42 Looking further

UA
q

T T
R

T T( ) ( )
gen

c amb

cell

c amb
=

̇

−
∝

− (5)

Figure 3. Feasibility of aspirated air cooling for lightweight, low-
cost LiB packs. (a) The ratio of cell resistance to ΔT driving heat
transfer relative to that at 60 °C for an exemplary high-energy,
state-of-the-art LiB.29 The thermal conductance requirements for
cooling decreases rapidly by elevating the operating temperature
further from the ambient, ultimately reducing the complexity of
BTMS. (b) Conceptual thermal management-free, heat-resistant
cell implementation in an EV and the benefits to the overall
battery pack simplicity, specific energy, and energy density. The
relative motion of the vehicle forces cool ambient air over the cell
surfaces to dissipate heat and maintain constant cell temperature
without parasitic power consumption.

Heat-resistant materials and high-tem-
perature operation will be a realistic
and important direction for traction
battery safety and much simplified or
totally eliminated thermal manage-
ment.
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forward, if a heat-resistant battery can be designed to operate
at 80 °C, just like a polymer electrolyte fuel cell, the thermal
management system will vanish from the battery pack. Thus,
we believe that heat-resistant materials and high-temperature
operation will be a realistic and important direction for traction
battery safety and much simplified or totally eliminated
thermal management.

■ BATTERY SAFETY

Within the medium temperature range, such as up to 90 °C,
the BTMS can serve to prevent TR in conventional LiBs
(Figure 1).1 In general, TR occurs under abuse conditions
(e.g., short-circuit, overheating, overcharge, etc.). For current
LiBs, once the battery temperature rises beyond ca. 90−130
°C, a cascading sequence of exothermic material decom-
position begins. SEI layer thermal decomposition occurs first,
enabling exothermic reaction between the anode and electro-
lyte, which is followed by separator melting, cathode
decomposition/oxygen release, and electrolyte decomposi-
tion.5 Additionally, the low boiling points of pervasive linear
carbonate electrolyte solvents (e.g., 91 °C for dimethyl
carbonate (DMC) and 110 °C for ethyl methyl carbonate
(EMC)) results in a pressure buildup which bursts the cell
enclosure at relatively low temperatures, introducing atmos-
pheric oxygen into the cell.43 In the latter phases of the heat−
temperature−reaction loop, the temperature skyrockets to ca.
600−1000 °C and violent cell destruction occurs.43 The onset
temperature for self-heating is commonly known as T1 and
practically corresponds to the least thermally stable materials
within the cell. The temperature when violent TR begins (i.e.,
“temperature of no return”) is termed T2 (e.g., 150−250 °C).
The vastly detailed nuances of TR are available elsewhere for
the interested reader (e.g., ref 3). At a high level, TR
prevention requires either complete avoidance of T1 and/or
delay in T1 and T2 by increasing the systemic thermal stability
of the chosen battery materials.
The TR process summarized above only reflects the

chemical nature of a LiB after T1 has been reached. Here,
we have not accounted for heat generation that leads to TC ≥
T1, which usually stems from electrochemical reactions, i.e., the
heat that evolves from the inefficiencies of charge/discharge.
Note that only the electrochemical nature of a LiB can explain

the strong dependence of TR or battery safety on state of
charge, a widely recognized fact. In the event of a short-circuit,
the stored electrical battery energy can be fully converted to
heat, representing the underlying cause of TR in over 90% of
cases.3 It follows that the nominal battery ED should serve as
the basis for the threat of TR, as supported by the observations
of Lamb et al.44 As such, we propose the concept of adiabatic
cell temperature (Tad), that is the temperature reached by a cell
when all of its discharge energy is released as heat under
adiabatic conditions, as expressed in eq 7:

q E It U V mc T( ) ( )gen nom discharge 0 cell p,cell ad= = − = Δ (7)

where qgen is the total heat generation, Enom is the nominal cell
energy, (It)discharge is the nominal discharge capacity (current−
time product), U0 is the open-circuit voltage, Vcell is the cell
voltage (∼0 V for short-circuit), m is the cell mass, and ΔTad is
the adiabatic temperature rise (Tad − Tamb). Recasting eq 7
with SE (Enom/m) yields Tad:

T
c

T
SE

ad
p,cell

amb= +
(8)

Based on cp,cell = 1000 J/kg-K,27 200−300 Wh/kg cells then
yield ∼745−1105 °C temperature rise, far exceeding T1. We
compare the calculation to past experimental results for a 166
Wh/kg, graphite||NCM622 pouch cell, which demonstrated
∼930 °C temperature rise during nail penetration (NP).28 This
corresponds to a total sensible heat gain of 258 Wh/kg (at cp =
1000 J/kg-K), which is ∼1.6 times the cell electrical energy and
confirms the conservative nature of the adiabatic temperature
rise based on nominal SE.
It is apparent that only limiting cell electrical energy released

through the short-circuit could avoid exceeding T1. At only
20% SE release, 200−300 Wh/kg LiBs employing Li-
(NixCoyAlz)O2 (NCA)||graphite or Li(NixCoyMnz)O2
(NCM)||graphite chemistries (x + y + z = 1) could reach
dangerous temperatures well above T1 (Figure 4a). The threat
to less energy-dense and more thermally stable chemistries,
such as LFP||graphite and LiMn2O4 (LMO)||graphite, is less
severe. Even at only 10% energy release, cells with ca. 300 Wh/
kg may be in danger of eventual TR. To explicitly identify safe
limits of energy release, we introduce fsc,max, which is defined as

Figure 4. Threat of short-circuit for current and future batteries. (a) The adiabatic temperature achieved by cells of varying specific energy if
10 or 20% of energy is released as heat through short-circuit discharge in 25 °C ambient. SE ranges are shown for common LiB cathodes
when paired with a graphite (Gr) anode (LFP/LMO,45 LCO,45 NCA,45 and NCM11145 to NCM81129). (b) fsc limits to avoid various self-
heating temperatures (T1) vs cell specific energy.
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the maximum fraction of battery energy allowable before
reaching T1 from Tamb under short-circuit, as expressed by

f
c T T( )

SEsc,max
p 1 amb

nom
=

−

(9)

For T1 ranging from 90 to 130 °C, 200 Wh/kg cells can afford
9−15% SE release, while 300 Wh/kg cells must be limited to
6−10% (Figure 4b). Additionally, we build on fsc to define and
propose a parameter characterizing NP experiments (TNP* ):

T
T T

T T
( )

( )NP
max amb

1 amb

* =
−

− (10)

where Tmax is the maximum cell temperature during NP. TNP* <
1 guarantees safety in the event of short-circuit failure. Note
that a valid score relies on an accurate value of T1 assessed
repeatedly through accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC).
Looking beyond Li-ion, all-solid-state batteries (ASSBs)

incorporating a solid-state electrolyte with a Li metal anode
and high-capacity nickel-rich cathode (e.g., NCM811) are
considered the “holy grail” of next-generation, highly safe,
energy-dense (e.g., 400−500 Wh/kg) batteries. The elimi-
nation of the highly flammable organic liquid electrolytes forms
the basis for the claim of ultimate safety. However, a rapid
release of only 10% discharge energy of an ASSB could yield
temperatures near or above the melting point of Li metal,
∼180 °C (Figure 4), indicating the potential for catastrophic
failure if molten Li circumvents the electrolyte/serpartor and
making direct contact with the cathode material, a process that
is exacerbated by the requisite high clamping pressure applied
for electrolyte−electrode interfacial contact (Figure S1; see
Supporting Information for ASSB experimental evidence).
Thus, the combination of high SE, high charge/discharge (C)-
rate operation, and the low melting point of Li metal could
pose a severe challenge to the safety of solid-state batteries as
the technology evolves, and further restrictions on short-circuit
heat release must be required.

Regardless of the chemistry, the safety of current and next-
generation EV batteries will benefit from measures of heat
absorption and heat dissipation during short-circuit. As
discussed earlier, we exclude active cooling and PCMs from
consideration given their deleterious impact on CTP
efficiencies. One approach that has received popular research
attention is to add fire-extinguishing agents (FEAs)46 or flame-
retardant additives47−50 in electrolytes. The most important
parameter of FEAs is their endothermic properties, which
usually fall between 100 and 200 J/gFEA.

46 Since LiB chemical
energy from combustion significantly exceeds its nominal
electrical energy,51−53 a generous comparison of FEA and
battery mass is made based on the nominal energy of a 200
Wh/kg (720 J/gBAT) LiB. At a minimum, an impractical 3.6
gFEA would be required for every gBAT to stifle or prevent TR.
Viability of FEAs for battery safety would thus emerge only

after their endothermic properties can be increased by at least
an order of magnitude to 2000 J/gFEA and preferably 2 orders
of magnitude.
Rather than designing safety measures to combat TR after it

occurs, the safety problem could be solved if a cell design
simply lacked the ability to reach TR conditions. To this end,
eq 11 offers a roadmap for safe battery design by considering
the fundamental dependencies of the rate of temperature rise
during a short-circuit event where n is the discharge C-rate:

T
t

n
c

d
d

SE

p
∝ *

(11)

Both C-rate and SE increase the rate of temperature rise and
ultimately, the violence of the impending thermal failure, but
their reduction for safety purposes sacrifices power perform-
ance and range, respectively. Overcoming the power/safety
dilemma requires electrochemical interfaces that can activate
only when high power is required and deactivate when
idlingan impossibility with the conventional LiB structure.

■ A PATH TOWARD BOTH SAFETY AND HIGH
ENERGY

A specific example of heat-resistant batteries for both high
safety and high ED can be illustrated by a design coined as
“safe, energy-dense battery” (SEB).28,29 A SEB cell consisted of
graphite anodes and NCM811 cathodes with a cathode loading
of ∼4 mAh/cm2, which corresponds to ∼290 Wh/kg in a large
format cell.29 When a conventional electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in
ethylene carbonate (EC)/EMC (3:7 wt%) + 2 wt% vinylene
carbonate (VC)) is employed and NP is performed, an
approximate Tad of 918 °C is expected. This is confirmed by
the ∼950 °C temperature rise (TNP* = 14.7 for T1 = 85 °C) in
NP tests of the 3.3 Ah experimental cells (Figure 5a). To
mitigate this threat, a small amount (e.g., 1.5 wt%) of the flame
retardant, triallyl phosphate (TAP), was added to the
electrolyte. TAP polymerizes on the cathode and anode during
formation to create thick, highly resistive electrode−electrolyte
interfaces (EEIs),54 as the EIS spectra illustrate in Figure 5b.
By stifling or “shutting down” electrode reactivity at ambient
conditions, the cell response to NP becomes benign. In fact,
Figure 5c shows that NP tests of the SEB cells demonstrated
extremely slow discharge after penetration and a remarkable
TNP of 55 °C, which corresponds to TNP* = 0.52! The
impedance rise attributed to TAP implies poor power
performance, but when SEB cells are thermally modulated to
60 °C, the Arrhenius effect “turns on” the EEIs to produce a
59% power gain over the baseline at RT. Lastly, the thermal
stability and mechanical integrity of the protective EEIs
which block lattice oxygen release from the metal oxide
cathode, suppress decomposition of organic electrolyte
solvents at the cathode and anode, and resist particle
fracture/EEI growth during electrode cyclingovercome the

The combination of high specific
energy, high charge/discharge rate
operation, and the low melting point of
Li metal could pose a severe challenge
to the safety of solid-state batteries as
the technology evolves.

Overcoming the power/safety dilemma
requires electrochemical interfaces that
can activate only when high power is
required and deactivate when idling
an impossibility with the conventional
lithium-ion battery structure.
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issues of cycle life reduction at elevated temperatures in
conventional LiBs even in the presence of unstable, high-nickel
ternary oxide cathode materials (e.g., SEB-3 in Figure 5d).
Moreover, once thermal stability is achieved at elevated
temperature of operation (only 5−10% of lifetime), calendar
aging at RT is dramatically reduced since RT significantly
slows down material degradation and side reactions between
the active materials and electrolyte in heat-resistant batteries
designed for elevated temperatures. The SEB design, overall,
exemplifies the feasibility of the LiB safety and simplified
thermal management concepts illustrated in this perspective
without the sacrifice of SE/ED. Guided by this example, the
door is now open for the battery materials community to
discover a vast array of alternative and/or chemistry-specific
solutions for heat-resistant design, no longer hindered by the
requirement of low impedance at RT.

The insights into BTM and safety explored here lead to a
redefined schematic of battery thermal characteristics, as
shown in Figure 6. Use of thermally stable battery materials
can slow aging, enabling long cycle/calendar life while also
providing a larger safety barrier between the operating
temperature and T1, making the target of TNP* < 1 less
challenging and effectively eliminating the threat of TR. Also,

thermally stable materials and interfaces enable the battery to
operate at high temperatures, significantly enlarging the
temperature difference to drive heat dissipation and hence
demanding less or no thermal management. The adoption of a
self-heating structure permits rapid thermal modulation to the
elevated operating temperature for high power regardless of
the ambient condition. At storage in equilibrium with the
ambient (>∼95% of lifetime), the heat-resistant batteries
achieve long calendar life while also instilling safety in the
event of a short-circuit.
Broadly, for energy-dense LiBs and next-generation batteries

(e.g., Li metal ASSB) alike, designing heat-resistant cells for
high safety and operating at high temperatures for high power,
as displayed in Figure 6, charts a new path to both ultrahigh
ED and high safety. Additional gain in pack ED and reduction
in cost are also afforded via less or no BTM. These advantages
are particularly attractive for light duty, mass-market EVs.
Moreover, adopting a bimodal state where batteries are heated
upon driving for efficient operation and idle dormant provides
a new approach to long lasting EVs that can operate in any
practical climate. Lastly, we hope that the approach taken in
this Perspective sparks equally unconventional thinking across
all areas of battery research to discover unexpected but
powerful solutions for the batteries of today and those to
come.
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Figure 6. Thermal behavior of heat-resistant batteries built with
thermally stable materials and operated at elevated temperature.
Thermally stable materials provide safety enhancement and enable
long cycle life at all temperatures while agile thermal modulation
enables high-power operation. Operation at elevated temperatures
also greatly reduces the thermal conductance (UA) requirement of
BTMS, simplifying its design and implementation.
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